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We present an eÆ ient algorithm for s anning Hu man ompressed texts. The algorithm parses the ompressed text in O(n logb2  )
time, where n is the size of the ompressed text in bytes,  is the size
of the alphabet, and b is a user spe i ed parameter. The method uses
a variable size super-alphabet, with an average size of O( H logb 2  ) symbols, where H is the entropy of the text. Ea h super-symbol is proessed in O(1) time. The algorithm uses O(2b ) spa e and O(b2b ) preproessing time. The method an be easily augmented by auxiliary fun tions, whi h an e.g. de ompress the text or perform pattern mat hing
in the ompressed text. We give three example fun tions: de oding the
2
text in average time O(n log
Hw ), where w is the number of bits in a
ma hine word; an Aho-Corasi k di tionary mat hing algorithm, whi h
works in time O(n logb2  + t), where t is the number of o urren es
reported; and a shift-or string mat hing algorithm that works in time
O(n logb2  d(m + s 1)=we + t), where m is the length of the pattern and
s depends on the en oding. The Aho-Corasi k algorithm uses an automaton with variable length moves, i.e. it pro esses variable number of
states at ea h step. The shift-or algorithm makes variable length shifts,
e e tively also pro essing variable number of states at ea h step. The
number of states pro essed in O(1) time is O( H logb 2  ). The method an
be applied to several other algorithms as well. We on lude with some
experimental results.

Abstra t.

1

Introdu tion

Hu man oding [8℄ is a well-known and extensively studied text ompression
method. It assigns for ea h symbol of the input a odeword, i.e. a string of
bits. The more frequent the symbol is the shorter its odeword is. Hu man [8℄
showed how to obtain optimal pre x odes, i.e. no odeword is a pre x of another
?
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odeword. The entropy of the alphabet  is

H=

X

2

p

log2 p

;

where p is the probability of a symbol . If the input is u bytes long, then the
ompressed form is approximately n = Hu bytes long.
In the string mat hing problem, whi h is ommon in many appli ations, the
task is to nd all the o urren es of a given string pattern in a text. Re ently the
ompressed mat hing problem [2℄ has gained mu h attention. The trivial method
is to rst de ompress the text and then perform the sear h operation. The preferred method is to sear h the ompressed text dire tly, maybe taking advantage
of its shorter representation. Resear hers have proposed several eÆ ient methods
[3, 9, 11, 12℄ based on Hu man oding [8℄ or the Ziv-Lempel family [16, 17℄.
In the following we onsider mat hing of multiple patterns in Hu man ompressed texts. The work by Takeda et al. [13℄ gave motivation for this work. Our
methods apply a super-alphabet, whi h means that several odewords an be
pro essed at the same time. Fredriksson [7℄ got good results in speeding up standard string mat hing with super-alphabets. Our idea of utilizing super-alphabets
in the ontext of Hu man ompression is related with older approa hes [6, 14℄
to speed up de ompression. In parti ular, we apply super-alphabets to the AhoCorasi k algorithm [1℄ and to the shift-or algorithm [4, 15℄.
The Aho-Corasi k automaton (the AC automaton for short) is extended to
make transitions with ompressed hara ter tuples, the size of the tuple depending on the entropy H . We also extend the shift-or string mat hing algorithm
to make variable length shifts, again the shift length depending on H . Hen e
the better the ompression ratio is the faster the algorithms run. We rst give
an eÆ ient algorithm for s anning Hu man ompressed texts. The method an
then be easily augmented by auxiliary fun tions, whi h an e.g. de ompress the
text or perform pattern mat hing in the ompressed text.
All the algorithms are linear in u and n, where u and n are the lengths (in
bytes) of the original and ompressed texts, respe tively, i.e. they are O(n) =
O(u), but they an be said to be sublinear in the sense that the number of steps
is less than n or u by a onstant fa tor. For example, the AC automaton runs
in O(uH log2 =b) = O(n log2 =b) steps, where b is a user hosen ( onstant)
parameter. We use this notion of sublinearity.
2

Preliminaries

Let a text W [1::u℄ be a string in an alphabet  of size  . The Hu man ompressed
text of W is denoted by T [1::n℄. The number of hara ters in W and the number
of odewords in T is u. The ompressed text T o upies only n < u bytes
of storage. Similarly, a pattern P [1::m℄ is a string in the same alphabet  . A
di tionary D = fP1 ; P2 ; :::; Pd g is a set of d patterns. For simpli ity and without
loss of generality, we assume that ea h pattern in D has the same length m.

The alphabet  may ontain symbols that do not appear in W . This is a
typi al situation, onsider, e.g. a natural language text in the as ii alphabet. The
odewords are generated only for those symbols that appear in W . At this point
one should note that if the pattern ontains symbols that have no odeword,
then the pattern annot have any exa t o urren es in W .
3

Basi

tools

Before des ribing the a tual algorithms, we introdu e a method for s anning
the ompressed text eÆ iently. The algorithms will pro ess and \de ode" the
ompressed input in blo ks of b bits. Our approa h is more general than that of
[14℄, where only b = 8 is onsidered. Let us denote a blo k of b bits by Q. The
blo k Q may en ode several, one, or no original symbols of the original text,
depending on b and on the length of the odewords. In the best ase, Q en odes
b symbols, ea h having a odeword of length 1. In addition, Q may ontain a
pre x of another odeword. We denote the ith bit of Q by Qi .
We asso iate with Q several attributes, whi h are prepro essed and stored
for every possible Q.

s(Q): the bit-pattern Q en odes s(Q) symbols, 0  s(Q)  b.
r(Q): the number of remaining bits in Q, i.e. the length of the proper pre x
of the next odeword; Q ontains this pre x.
{ h(Q) the node in the Hu man tree after traversing the tree with the pre x
Qb r Q    Qb of length r(Q).
Q may have some additional attributes, depending on the algorithm. For
example, if we wanted to de ode the original text, we ould add an attribute
(Q) that stores the s(Q) symbols of  that Q en odes.
Having this information for every Q, it is easy and eÆ ient to traverse through
the ompressed le, keeping tra k of the odeword boundaries. Q is initialized
with the rst b bits of the ompressed input string. Then if s > 0, we do whatever
pro essing is required (e.g. dump (Q)), shift the bits in Q to the right by b r(Q)
bit positions, and pad Q with the next b r(Q) bits.
If s = 0, i.e. the whole Q was a pre x of a odeword, then we jump to the
node h(Q) and ontinue the \de oding" from there, until we rea h the leaf (and
{

{

( )+1

e.g. dump the symbol stored in the leaf). Then we ontinue without the tree.
Our s anning algorithm is somewhat similar to the one given by Choueka
et al. [6℄, but ours is simpler. Parti ularly, they pro ess the remaining bits in
a di erent way. They onstru t a separate look-up table of Q for ea h possible
number of remaining bits of the previous step. Thus their approa h onsumes
more memory than ours.
The basi s anning algorithm is given in pseudo ode in Alg. 1. For simpli ity
of presentation, the algorithm impli itly assumes that b = 8, i.e. Q ontains one
byte, but it is trivial to modify the algorithm to use general b, while maintaining
onstant time updates of Q.

We use the following notation. A ma hine word has w bits, numbered from
the least signi ant bit to the most signi ant bit. For bit-wise operations of
words a C-like notation is used, & is and, j is or, and << and >> are shift to
left and shift to right with zero padding.
The s anning algorithm takes an auxiliary fun tion A(Q; h(Q)) as a parameter and this fun tion is alled whenever at least one symbol has been \de oded".
We do not des ribe the a tual pro essing done in A, but only parameter passing.
If the rst parameter Q is not zero, then Q denotes the urrent bit-pattern the
s anning algorithm has read and it en odes  1 symbols of the original text.
Otherwise, Q is a pre x of a odeword and the algorithm traverses into a leaf of
the Hu man tree bit by bit so that h(Q) is a pointer to that leaf, whi h holds
one original symbol. Otherwise we pass h(Q) = null. With this fun tion s hema
it is easy to implement other algorithms that pro ess the ompressed data. For
example, the de oding fun tion is given in Alg. 2.
The time omplexity of the s anning algorithm is

 H log  
 log  
2
=O n 2
;
O u

b

b

as there are u hara ters in the original text, one odeword takes O(H log2  )
bits, where H is the entropy, and we pro ess O(b) bits at a single step.
Alg. 2 an output bw= log2  hara ters at a time. There are O(b=(H log2  ))
symbols to output on average. Hen e, the omplexity of the de oding algorithm
is




:
O n logb  logw  H logb  = O n log
Hw
Note that this analysis is valid only for b large enough, i.e. b=(H log  ) >
w= log  should hold, i.e. b > Hw. Otherwise it is O(u) in the worst ase.
In the sequel we give fun tions A that perform eÆ ient (di tionary) pattern
2
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mat hing in the ompressed text.

The attributes an be omputed by generating
every possible Q, in time O(2b ), and then traversing the Hu man tree in time
b for ea h generated Q. Every time we arrive into a leaf, we update the (basi )
attribute information in time O(1) (for some other attributes, depending on the
appli ation, the updating an take more time). Finally, h(Q) is the node where
we ended up after b steps. Hen e, the total time is O(b2b ), whi h is a ordable
for small values of b. In pra ti e the optimal b is between 8{14, see Se . 6. In our
implementation in C, we have an array of stru ts for the attributes, indexed
with Q.

Prepro essing the attributes.

4

Aho-Corasi k automaton

The AC automaton [1℄ is a nite automaton for sear hing a set of pattern from
a text of length u in time O(u + t), where t is the number of o urren es found.

S an(A(Q;v )).
Input: auxiliary fun tion A(Q;v )
Output: output of A
Alg. 1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

i

1, Q

T [1℄, l b, v
in
l<b
i i+1
in
Q Q j (T [i℄ << l)
l l+b
Q Q & ((1 << b) 1)
v=
s(Q ) > 0
A(Q ; )
s b r(Q )
v h(Q )
s b
Q Q >> s
l l s
v is a leaf
A(0; v)
v
Q&1=0
v left(v)
v right(v)
Q Q >> 1
l l 1

null

while

if

// any input left?
// less than

if

0

if

null

if

0

0

null

0

else

0

else

// append

Q
b

b

bits left in

Q

?

with the next

// put the

first bits of

b

Q

bits

to

Q

0

// traversing the Huffman tree?
// does
// yes,
//
//

s
Q
b

Q

0

out of
0

ode any symbol?

all the auxiliary fun tion

b

bits pro essed

was just a prefix, so...

// jump to node
//

v

in the tree

bits pro essed

// remove the pro essed bits
// traversing the Huffman tree

if

null

//

ontinue w/o the tree

else

if

else

// remove the pro essed bit

Dump(Q;v ).
bit-pattern Q, leaf v of the Hu man tree
Output: the symbols oded by Q or v
Alg. 2

Input:

1
2
3
4

if

v=

else

null

output( (Q))
output(v:symbol)

// using the Huffman tree?
// no, output the symbols of
//

v

Q

is a leaf,

// so output the symbol

The automaton ontains O(dm) states. It an be made deterministi , so that
ea h node has a transition for ea h hara ter in the alphabet. We build dire tly
a deterministi automaton in time O(dm ), and the result uses O(dm ) spa e.

Our algorithm does e e tively the same as the algorithm in [13℄, but is simpler
and more eÆ ient.
ompressed hara ter tuples. Ea h node node v in the
automaton has transition Æ (v; ) ! v 0 , for ea h 2  . In [7℄ a super-alphabet
method was used to simulate deterministi automata eÆ iently. The basi idea is
that when a set of hara ters is interpreted as one super-symbol, i.e. a atenation
of the original symbols, it is possible to pre ompute a short ut transition to the
state where the original transitions would lead with that set of the original symbols. In our ase, Q impli itly odes a varying length super-symbol, the length
for a spe i Q being s(Q). We therefore pre ompute the short ut transitions
(v; Q) for ea h state v of the automaton and for ea h possible Q. It is also possible that this short ut transition goes through several a epting states of the
original automaton. To take this into a ount, we olle t the output information
into an attribute o(v; Q). The prepro essing time for a straight-forward method
b 2b ) + b2b), whi h is reasonable for small b. This an be imis O(dm( + H log
2
proved to O(dm( + 2b ) + b2b ) by using in remental evaluation of the short ut
transitions.
Alg. 3 gives the auxiliary fun tion for the AC automaton. The total time of
the algorithm is O(t), where t is the number of mat hes reported, or O(1), if
we only ount the number of mat hes. Hen e the expe ted time of Alg. 1 with
Alg. 3 is


O n log2  + t ;
Transitions with

b

whi h is sublinear for most reasonable hoi es of parameters.
AC(Q; v ).
Input: bit-pattern Q, leaf v of the Hu man tree
Output: mat hes, if any
Alg. 3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

if

v=
state (state;Q)
o(state;Q) has outputs
null
0

if

// using the Huffman tree?
// no, make super-transition

output the o urren es

else

//

state Æ(state;v:symbol)
o(state;v:symbol) has outputs
output o urren es
state state
0

v

is a leaf,

// so make a normal transition

if

0

// update the

urrent

state

Takeda et al. [13, 14℄ use a separate DFA to distinguish the beginning of
odewords. We do not need su h a DFA, be ause the odewords are syn hronized
on line.

5

Shift-or

Shift-or is a well-known bit-parallel string mat hing algorithm [4, 15℄. In [7℄ a
super-alphabet simulation method for shift-or algorithm was given. Here we
brie y review the normal shift-or algorithm and then show how we an use Q
and variable length shifts to dire tly sear h the pattern in Hu man ompressed
data.
The algorithm is based on a non-deterministi nite state automaton, whi h
is onstru ted as follows. The automaton has states 1; 2; : : :; m + 1. The state 1
is the initial state, state m + 1 is the nal (a epting) state, and for i = 1; : : :; m
there is a transition from the state i to the state i + 1 for hara ter P [i℄. In
addition, there is a transition for every 2  from and to the initial state.
The prepro essing algorithm builds a table E . The table has one bit-mask
entry for ea h hara ter in the alphabet. For 1  i  m, the mask E ( ) has the
ith bit set to 0, if and only if P [i℄ = , and to 1 otherwise. The bit-mask table
orresponds to the transitions of the impli it automaton. That is, if the bit i
in E ( ) is 0, then there is a transition from the state i to the state i + 1 with
hara ter .
We also need a bit-ve tor D for the states of the automaton. The ith bit of
the state ve tor is set to 0, if and only if the state i is a tive. Initially ea h bit
in the state ve tor is set to 1. For ea h new text symbol , we update the ve tor
as follows:
D (D << 1) j E ( )

Ea h state gets its value from the previous one (D << 1), whi h remains a tive
only if the text hara ter mat hes the orresponding transition (j E ( )). The
rst state is set a tive automati ally by the shift operation, whi h sets the least
signi ant bit to 0. If after the simulation step, the mth bit of D is zero, then
there is an o urren e of P .
Clearly ea h step of the automaton is simulated in time O(dm=we), whi h
leads to O(ndm=we) total time.
5.1

Super-alphabet and variable length shifts

It is possible to improve the nfa simulation by using bit-parallelism also in
a essing the table E . In e e t we use a variable length super-alphabet of size
s(Q) . It should be emphasized that we do not modify the automaton, that is,
the automaton does not use any super-alphabet, but the super-alphabet is only
used to simulate the original automaton faster.
Let 1 ; : : : ; s(Q) be the original symbols en oded by a blo k Q. We set

B(Q)

j
j

((E ( 1 ) & 1m ) << (s(Q)
((E ( 2 ) & 1m ) << (s(Q)
(E ( s(Q) ) & 1m ):

1))
2)) j

:::

In other words we simulate what happens in s(Q) steps, whi h we bit-wise or
into the ve tor D of the basi algorithm. The simulation step is

D

(D << s(Q)) j B (Q):

Now B (Q) pre-shifts and bit-wise ors the state transition information for s(Q)
onse utive original symbols and the state ve tor D is then updated with this
pre omputation.
After the simulation step, any of the bits numbered m; : : :; m + s(Q) 1 may
be zero in D. This indi ates a pattern o urren e with an o urren e lo ation
o set of s(Q) 1; : : :; 0 orresponding to the o set of the zero bit in D.
The table B is easy to ompute in time O(b2b ). The bit-ve tors have the
length m + s 1, where s = maxQ (s(Q)), due to the need of s 1 extra bits to
handle the super-alphabet. Alg. 4 gives the auxiliary fun tion for shift-or with
variable length shifts.
Shift-or(Q; v ).
bit-pattern Q, leaf v of the Hu man tree
Output: mat hes, if any
Alg. 4

Input:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

if

v=
D D << s(Q) j B (Q)
msk (1 << (m + s(Q))
D & msk 6= msk
null

if

else

1)

(1 << (m

// any bit

2))

m; : : : ; m + s(Q)

he k the bits individually and output mat hes...

D D << 1 j B (v:symbol)
msk 1 << (m 1)
D & msk 6= msk
if

// using the Huffman tree?
// no, make a super-shift

output mat h...

//

v

1

zero?

is a leaf,

// so make a normal shift
// is bit

m

zero?

Alg. 4 runs in time O(d(m + s 1)=we + t), where t is the number of mat hes
reported, m is the length of the pattern, and w is the length of the ma hine word
in bits (typi ally 32 or 64), or in time O(d(m + s 1)=we), if we only ount the
number of mat hes. This is O(1) for short patterns. Hen e the expe ted time of
Alg. 1 with Alg. 4 is



log2 

O n b d(m + s

1)=we + t



;

whi h is sublinear for most reasonable hoi e of parameters.
5.2

Multiple patterns

In [5, 10℄ the problem of sear hing multiple patterns is redu ed to sear hing a
single \super-imposed" pattern, using lasses of hara ters. This approa h is

fairly straightforward to ombine with the super-alphabet shift-or. The basi
idea is that ea h text symbol is allowed to mat h to the symbol of position j in
any of the patterns. For example, if we have patterns \Hello" and \world", then
we form a super-pattern \fH,wgfe,ogfl,rgflgfo,dg". This mat hes for example
text strings \wello", \Horlo", and \Helld". This is obviously a lter and thus
the potential mat hes require veri ation. The bright side of this is that the
algorithm is very simple; in fa t it does not hange at all. The only ne essary
thing is to alter the prepro essing. After we have omputed the Ei table for ea h
pattern Pi 2 D, we just take the union of the zero bits:

E E

1

& E2 &

: : : & Ed :

The E table an then in turn be used to produ e the B table.
Assuming uniform, independent distribution of hara ters, the probability
that the super-pattern mat hes, is



 !m
1 d

 d m

<  ;

where the inequality holds for d <  . However, note that the assumption of
uniform distribution of hara ters in fa t ontradi ts with our assumption that
the text is ompressible. We therefore repla e  in the analysis with 1=p, where
p is the probability that two symbols mat h.
The lter performs well, if the number of patterns is not too large and the
patterns are reasonably long. For too long patterns (m > w s + 1) we an use
the suÆxes of length w s + 1.
1

1

As the multi-pattern shift-or is a lter, the o urren es have to be veri ed.
For that we ompress the patterns and build a binary trie of the reverse of
the ompressed patterns. The veri ation is then just a matter of s anning the
ompressed text ba kwards from the bit that triggered the veri ation, mat hing
the bits against the trie until a mat h is found, or some bit mismat hes. This
requires O(m log2  ) worst ase time or

1
0
m log2X
 log2 d  i
1
A = O(log2 d)
O log2 d +
2

i=1

average time. This holds as far as log2 d < m log2  , or equivalently, d <  m .
Otherwise we repla e O(log2 d) with O(m log2  ). However, at this point the lter
would not work anymore. This an be improved to O(log2 d=b) average time by
using a super-alphabet. The total veri ation ost on average is therefore

u(1

(1

p)d)m log d < u(pd)m log d ;
b
b
2

2

where p is the probability that two symbols mat h, and the inequality holds for
d < 1=p.

5.3

q -grams

Applying

to shift-or

To over ome the problem of de reased ltering apability for large number of
patterns (and espe ially with ombination of small alphabets) of the previous
method, we use the method suggested in [10℄. That is, we apply the superalphabet approa h in a di erent way. We take all the onse utive non-overlapping
q-grams (substrings of length q) from the pattern(s) and build the shift-or automaton using these `super- hara ters'. (Note that overlapping q -grams were
used in [10℄.)
Consider a pattern P =\qwerty" and q = 2. A straightforward implementation of this idea would lead to syn hronization problem, only every q th position
of the text would be inspe ted, and some mat hes would be lost. This automaton
is illustrated in Fig. 1.
ΣΣ
Fig. 1.

qw

1

er

2

ty

3

4

Non-syn hronized 2-gram automaton for P =\qwerty".

We x this problem by generating q versions, i.e. di erent alignments, of the
pattern(s). The pattern is shifted q times to the right, one hara ter position
at a time, and for ea h \frame-shift", we obtain a new version of the pattern.
The shifting operation introdu es wild ard symbols `?', whi h mat h for every
hara ter. We have to also pad ea h generated pattern to the length dm=q eq
with `?' symbols. For example, if P =\qwerty" and q = 2, we obtain patterns
\qwerty" and \?qwerty".
We an sear h all the patterns at the same time using the shift-or algorithm [4℄. All the patterns an be pa ked in a single omputer word with
(m=q )q + q 1 = m + q 1 bits. The resulting automaton is illustrated in
Fig. 2.
ΣΣ

1

qw

2

er

3

ty

4

5

we

6

rt

7

?q

Fig. 2.

y?

8

Syn hronized 2-gram automaton for P =\qwerty".

The automaton an be simulated in O(ud(m + q
pressed text, whi h leads to



log2 

O n b





b

m + H log 
2



1

1)=we=q ) time for un om-

 

=w

+t



time for ompressed sear h, if we hoose q = (b=(H log2  )). The (implementation) problem with this approa h is that the shifts annot be variable length
now, so the shift must be delayed until at least q symbols are de oded.
Assuming again that the probability that two symbols mat h is p, then the
probability that the q -gram super-pattern mat hes is now only at most

pq )qd )bm=q < (qdpq )bm=q ;
where the inequality now holds for qd < 1=pq . That is, the probability that a
super-symbols mat hes is pq , there are qd patterns in total and the number of
super-symbols without the wild ard `?' is at least bm=q 1 for ea h pattern.
(1

(1

1

1

This allows mu h larger pattern sets, espe ially for small alphabets.
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Experimental result

We use the les bible.txt, E. oli, and world192.txt in the large orpus,
available in http:// orpus. anterbury.a .nz/des riptions/. The shortest
le is world, whi h is 2473400 bytes. In able to ompare the sear h speeds better,
we trun ated all three les to this length before ompressing. The ompression
ratios (the ompressed size per the original size) of the les are: world: 63.0%;
bible: 54.8%; e oli: 25.0%.
We have implemented the algorithms in C, ompiled using g 3.1 with full
optimizations. The experiments were run in 2GHz Pentium 4, with 512mb ram,
with Linux 2.4. The q -gram version of the shift-or algorithm (Se . 5.3) has not
yet been implemented. The timings are averages over 10 runs. For AC and the
multi-pattern shift-or, we randomly pi ked 10 or 1000 patterns and for the plain
shift-or one pattern. The pattern lengths were 8 hara ters or more for bible
and world and 16 hara ters for e oli.
time (s) e oli bible world
shift-or 0.10 0.10 0.10
AC 0.04 0.03 0.03
Table 1.

Exe ution times with un ompressed texts.

Fig. 3 shows the sear h times for the shift-or algorithm and AC automaton,
for varying b. As expe ted, the time qui kly de reases with in reasing b, up to
a ertain point. When b gets too large, the a he e e ts be ome important; the
prepro essed attributes do not t in the a he anymore and the time begins
to in rease. This e e t is more emphasized in the AC ase, as the transition
fun tion onsumes a lot of memory for large b. The results show also the predi ted
fa t that the better the ompression ratio is the faster the sear hing is. The
prepro essing times are pra ti ally negligible (< 0:01s for b  16) for shift-or
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Fig. 3.

and de ompression algorithms, for AC the times rapidly grow after b > 8, but
fortunately the AC running times for b = 8 are almost optimized.
For omparison, we run the basi version of the shift-or and the AC algorithm for un ompressed texts. The results are shown in Table 1. The algorithms
only ount the number of mat hes, without reporting them. Our AC automaton
is a simple and optimized deterministi version, ontaining only two lines in a
for-loop. The sear hing times are omparable, but when adding the de ompression times, the dire t mat hing in ompressed texts be omes mu h faster. Our
shift-or algorithm for ompressed texts is extremely fast, mu h faster than for
un ompressed texts, with the sole ex eption of the multi-pattern version with

preprocessing times for AC for varying b
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Fig. 4.

dna alphabets. Even this should be ome ompetitive if the q-gram version were
used.
7

Con lusions

We have presented an eÆ ient algorithm for s anning Hu man ompressed
texts. The method an be augmented with many existing algorithms for nonompressed texts, resulting in fast algorithms for ompressed texts. In parti ular,
we have obtained fast string mat hing algorithms. The algorithms are novel in
that they pro ess variable length hara ter tuples in onstant time. The average
length of the tuples depends on the entropy and hen e the better the ompression
ratio is the faster the algorithms are. Our experiments show that an adjustable
b almost always leads to faster solutions than the xed b = 8 used earlier.
One problem of Hu man oding is that the ompression ratio is poor on
natural language texts. However, this problem an be downgraded by using the
words of a text as an alphabet. This was utilized by Moura et al. [11℄. Instead
of using binary Hu man odes, they use tagged byte-oriented odes to speed
up de ompression and sear hing. One bit of ea h byte was used as a tag to
mark the the rst byte of a odeword. This slightly in reases the size of the
ompressed les but allows sear hing of Boyer-Moore type. Using words as the
alphabet and standard binary odes (instead of byte odes), together with our
approa h, we an a hieve even higher ompression ratios with reasonably highspeed de ompression and sear hing.
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